VOX® CONFERENCE TABLES: TOWER BASE

Nienkamper

The elliptical shape Tower base provides maximum capacity for storing cabling, retractable cables and equipment inside the leg, while concealing core drills. Floor monument can be positioned directly under a Tower base. Tower bases consist of an interior frame that supports two elliptical shaped panels at the sides and two fixed panels at the ends. Removable elliptical panels simply lift up to disengage from the frame allowing full access to the ample wire cavity. No tools are required for removing or installing.

Removable elliptical panels: available in veneer or plastic laminate

Fixed end panels:

Tower Base Vox® Conference Tables are available in standard sizes, from 72” x 36” up to 240” x 84”.

Veneer | Black | Polished | Silver

| Boat | Super Ellipse | Racetrack | Rectangle | Vista Closed | Vista Open |
VOX® CONFERENCE TABLES: TOWER BASE

The Vox® Collection™: Vox® is a versatile collection of furniture and accessories, designed to work with the electronic equipment that has transformed the corporate world into a globally connected realm. The Tower base is an elegant solution to house retractable cables and other specialized connections required for the conference room.